The project of a new in-flight fragment separator ACCULINNA-2 at the U-400M cyclotron in FLNR, JINR is being realized to upgrade the research done at the existing separator ACCULINNA. The new separator will offer high intensity RIBs with Z=1÷36 in the lowest energy range (10-50 MeV/amu) attainable for in-flight separators. The long-range program for experiments and further development of this facility are discussed.
Introduction
One of the most challenging and fast developing fields in modern nuclear physics is connected to the studies of nuclei located far from the  stability valley and even beyond the neutron and proton drip-lines. Such exotic nuclei often exhibit peculiarities unobserved in the vicinity of stability valley. Extreme conditions of large charge asymmetry and weak binding of valence nucleons in these nuclei provide stringent tests of the nuclear structure concepts formulated on the basis of data obtained for well bound and almost charge symmetric systems. Present theoretical models make contradictory predictions about the drip-line positions and on the bond-state energies, excited state ordering, and even state closures for nuclei in the vicinity of the drip-lines. Even more uncertain are the theory predictions for the resonance states of nuclei situated close to and beyond the drip-lines.
To offer a basis for contemporary theories which strive for a consistent description of such nuclear properties experiments should supply comprehensive results characterizing long isotopic and isotonic nuclear chains extending even beyond the drip-lines. The last three decades, when radioactive ion beams (RIBs) became a practical tool in nuclear physics, a number of facts were established showing interesting new features of nuclear structure that were found in the most neutron-rich nuclei, such as neutron skins, neutron halos, and dramatic changes in level ordering eluding before any notion from the side of standard nuclear models. A remarkable breakthrough achieved at the proton drip-line was the discovery of the 2p radioactivity made in the last decade. A number of international nuclear laboratories having major RIB facilities -GANIL (France), GSI (Germany), RIKEN (Japan), NSCL (USA) contributed significantly in these accomplishments. During the last decade, major upgrades of RIB facilities were planned in many international nuclear centers. Such an upgrade has been performed several years ago at RIKEN (Japan) and other centers are actively preparing this (GSI → FAIR, GANIL → SPIRAL II, NSCL → FRIB). Moving ahead to ACCULINNA-2 demonstrates that JINR has opportunity to join these efforts as an important player.
The Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions in Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (FLNR JINR) has in the operation the Dubna Radioactive Ions Beams (DRIBs-1) complex, which includes the RIB fragment separator ACCULINNA [1] and the ISOL type facility of two coupled cyclotrons U400M+U400 [2] . These facilities started the operation in 1996 and gained the full capacity in 2004 [3, 4] . Some of the important results obtained with the 20-35 A MeV RIBs of ACCULINNA are listed below.  Di-neutron and two-triton configurations of the Borromean neutronhalo nucleus 6 He were experimentally established for the first time [5] .  Spectra of the 3 
H(
2 H,p) 4 H and 3 H( 3 H,d) 4 H reaction products were ascertained and the parameters of the 4 H ground state resonance were for the first time derived in a consistent way [6] .  A new, lower limit for the 7 H decay energy was specified [7] .  The 5 H spectrum was extensively studied and the ground state of this unbound nuclear system was reliably established [8, 9] .  Spectroscopic data on the 8 He and 9 He resonance states were revised, although before the ACCULINNA started to work, the low-lying spectra of these nuclei were for more than one decade considered as reliably established [10, 11] .  New ACCULINNA data positioned the 10 He ground-state resonance at 2.10.2 MeV above the three-body 8 He+n+n decay threshold and revealed in the 10 He spectrum prominent shell breaking effects as the onset of the intruder states and modification of the spin-orbital interaction [11, 12] .  Pioneering experimental investigation of the 6 He wave function was carried out by means of the quasi-free scattering experiments [13] .
 New experimental methods, allowing the identification of overlapping broad resonance states, were developed [14] and successfully applied in the studies performed for the low-lying spectra of a number of unbound neutron-drip nuclei [9, 10, 12] .  New possibilities to study the 8 He -decay into the +t+n continuum or 7 Li+n channel were demonstrated with the use of an optical time projection chamber [15] .  A novel phenomenon named as the isovector soft dipole excitation mode was probably uncovered in the 6 Be continuum in a charge-exchange reaction [16] . Experiments carried out at the DRIBs-1 ISOL facility, revealed extremely large enhancement of the sub-barrier fusion cross section for the 6 
He+
206 Pb system explained on the ground of a "sequential fusion" model assuming that a large energy release accessible for the two-neutron transfer is a factor which determines the fusion below barrier [4] . The study of interplay between fusionevaporation and incomplete fusion reactions induced by 10 A MeV 6 He and 6 Li beams provided essential information on the mechanisms of the breakup and incomplete fusion processes and on the wave functions of these loosely bound projectile nuclei [17] .
Motivation for the new DRIBs-3 facility
During the years 2010-2016 the 7-year upgrade plan is in effect at JINR. The development of DRIBs-3 complex is the important part of this plan which will considerably strengthen and diversify the potential of the RIB research in Dubna. A number of following factors inherent to the existing accelerators and projected upgrades inspire confidence in the success of the planned RIB research at FLNR JINR. (i) The record, up to 5 pA, intensities of comparatively low-energy heavy-ion beams of the U400M cyclotron provide prerequisites for future highprecision experiments with 10-50 A MeV RIBs which will be obtained from the new fragment separator ACCULINNA-2 [18] . These RIBs will offer quite efficient conditions for experiments aimed to studies in the whole range of exotic nuclei with atomic numbers extending from Z = 1 to Z  36. (ii) The energy range of the RIBs obtained from the fragment separator coupled with the U400M cyclotron is suitable to bring to rest exotic nuclei in a gas catcher thus making 10 -100 keV RIBs suitable for the injection of the low energy (10 -30 keV) RIBs into the upgraded variable energy cyclotron U400R for the further acceleration up to 5-20 A MeV (see Fig.1 ). (iii) The RIBs obtained both from the fragment separator and from the ISOL facility will provide optimal conditions for nuclear structure studies using direct reactions, i.e. nucleon and cluster transfers, charge exchange reactions, elastic and inelastic scattering, etc. (iv) In particular, the relatively low RIB energy facilitates complete kinematical measurements resulting in the observation of clean, background-free spectra of drip-line nuclei. (v) Correlation measurements of decay products yield a possibility for unambiguous spin-parity identification for the observed resonance states. (vi) A great importance for the successful accomplishment of the Dubna research program in the region of extreme neutron-excess nuclei has the availability of unique cryogenic tritium and 3 He targets and exotic solidstate targets of 10 Be, 14 C. (vii) Having 10-50 A MeV RIBs one will take an advantage of the most effective use of such a technique as the Optical Time Projection Chamber (OTPC) having excellent capability to be an active target in the RIB experiments [15] .
Research program
The ACCULINNA-2 project is focused on the studies of nuclear properties far from the stability valley and on the studies of RIB-induced nuclear reactions. The goals of this program are following.
Nucleon haloes, neutron skins
Weakly bound few-body exotic systems show properties which are very different from the "normal" nuclei, i.e. those nuclei which are not too far from the  stability. The light nuclei exhibiting one-neutron and two-neutron halo structures became the subject of a tremendous number of both theoretical and experimental studies. The study of neutron halos is important for a better understanding of nuclear structure close to the drip-lines. Examples of halo (skin) nuclei include 6, 8 He, 11 Li, 11 Be, 14 Be, 17 B, 19 B, and 19 C. With the exception of 11 Be, which turned out to be a benchmark for the study of the one-neutron halo, not so much became known from experiments about the excitation spectra of these nuclei.
Along the neutron drip-line, the relatively small enhancement of the total binding for paired neutrons has an important impact. The properties of the interleaving neutron-unbound nuclei will present important insights into the character of neutron-nucleus interaction far from stability, the coupling to the continuum in neutron-rich systems, and the delicate structures of multi-neutron halos or skins. Studies of the adjacent neutron-unbound (odd-N) nuclei could yield information on the particle orbitals crucial for the characterization of the heavier bound nuclei. In relation to the drip-line nuclei of beryllium, boron and carbon this means that specifically interesting are the spectra of 13 Be, 16 B, 18 B, and 21 C. Nucleon knockout and the more conventional transfer reactions are complementary approaches for this case. While knockout reactions mainly probe hole strengths, nucleon transfer reactions like (d,p), (t,d), (t,p), (t,α) and ( 3 He,d) populate particle levels. One can also populate hole states in exotic nuclei in nucleon pickup reactions from the RIB projectile nuclei, e.g. reactions of the (d, 3 He), (p,d), and (p,t) types. Orbital angular momentum quantum numbers, the relative location of single-particle states, and spectroscopic factors are accessible in experiments employing direct reactions. Transfer reactions access many excited states simultaneously, and their strong kinematic matching allows the optimum choice of reactions populating the nuclear states with orbital angular momentum of the interest. Nucleon transfer and charge-exchange reactions, such as (p,n) and (t, 3 He), offer a robust way to perform thorough studies of the halo nuclei.
Exotic neutron decays (2n virtual states, 2n and 4n radioactivity)
Beyond the drip-lines, we get at the regions of strong nuclear instability. Here the experimental observations could be especially confusing for the light neutron-rich systems. In the absence of strong potential barriers the observables for neutron decays often become sensitive to reaction mechanisms. Also, the appearance of novel forms of dynamics is not impossible here. These include the possible existence of hypothetical two-neutron virtual states [19] and two/fourneutron radioactivity [20] . The search for the few-neutron radioactive decays is inspired by the discovery of the two-proton radioactivity. In contrast with situation on the proton drip-line, the long-lived one-neutron emitters are practically impossible, while the 2n-and 4n-emitters may have much longer lifetimes, even falling in the radioactivity timescale. Discovery of such a novel type of radioactive decay is a challenging task requiring novel experimental approaches.
Examples of successful exploration on n-and 2n-emitters beyond the neutron drip-line, conducted at ACCULINNA, are the studies of neutron decays of states in 5 H, 8 He, 9 He, and 10 He. Refined data on the 3 H( 8 He,p) 10 He reaction, obtained at the ACCULINNA separator in the year 2011 [12] , confirmed the results reported in Ref. [11] . The new data positioned the 10 He ground-state resonance at 2.10.2 MeV above the three-body 8 He+n+n decay threshold and revealed the onset of intruder states and changing the spin-orbital interaction as prominent shell breaking effects in the 10 He spectrum. The extension of these works to similar systems is foreseen. The excitation spectra of 7 H, 11-13 Li, [13] [14] [15] [16] Be, [16] [17] [18] [19] B etc. will be a first-priority task for ACCULINNA-2. The study will include precise determinations of ground-state masses of these nuclei. It is worth noting that currently none of the neutron separation energies are known to better than 10% for these nuclei. Transfer reactions of the (t,p) and (d,p) type, studied in inverse kinematical conditions, are the most suitable ones for the precise mass measurements. High statistics data will be accessible for complete kinematic measurements performed for the resonant states of these little-studied nuclei.
Soft excitation mode
Based on the neutron halo hypothesis, existence of a new low-lying dipole resonance mode, the so-called soft dipole mode, has been suggested [21] for the halo systems. Its appearance is connected to the suggested low-frequency oscillations of the halo neutrons against the core, giving rise to low-lying dipole excitations. Assuming this hypothesis, large electromagnetic dissociation (EMD) probability was predicted [22] for 11 Li incident on heavy targets. The large cross-sections expected for the Coulomb dissociations of the Borromean halo nuclei have been confirmed experimentally (see e.g. [23] ). It should be noted that at least for the lightest Borromean halo-nuclei 6 He and 11 Li the lowlying dipole excitations are not resonant ones (these are rather ordinary lowlying continuum states). However, it does not mean that these states cannot have resonant character in other halo nuclei.
The study of the soft mode showing up in the 8 He spectrum, performed in [24] , demonstrates how deep one can get into the mechanism of this excitation created by the low-frequency oscillations of the halo neutrons against the nuclear core. In particular, the possible nature of the near-threshold anomaly above 2.14 MeV in the 8 He missing mass spectrum was explained by population of a 1  continuum (soft dipole excitation) with a peak energy value of about 3 MeV. High precision and high statistics data on the three-body α + p + p continuum of 6 Be were obtained recently in the charge-exchange p( 6 Li, 6 Be)n reaction [16] . The 6 Be spectrum was explained by the population of three main structures in 6 Be, i.e. the 0 + state at 1.37 MeV, the 2 + state at 3.05 MeV, and a mixture of {0 − , 1 − , 2 − } continuum in the E T range from 4 to 16 MeV. The negative-parity continuum was interpreted as a possible novel phenomenon, the isovector non-resonant soft dipole mode. Transfer and charge-exchange reactions, studied at beam energies of 20-35 A MeV will grant excellent conditions for such research.
New magic numbers and intruder states
There are basic problems in the field of exotic nuclei where this project will provide favourable conditions to be studied in details. One example is the problem of the closed neutron shell breakdown at N=8 and manifestation of s-d intruder states in the neutron-rich nuclei 9, 10 He, 10,11 Li, 11, 12 Be. Clarification of filling sequences of the s-d neutron shell in a number of neutron-excess nuclei (e.g. 15 Be, 16, 18 B, 17, 19 C) and the interplay of s-and d-wave states in their even-N neighbours is another basic problem, which calls for thorough investigation. On the proton-excess side, similar phenomena call for the study of the possible twoproton halo structure, with a 15 O core, predicted by theory for 17 Ne. Of special interest is the termination of the s-d shell occurring in the C, N, O, F and Ne nuclei in the vicinity of neutron number N=16. The 20-30 A MeV beams of 24 O, 26, 27 F, [28] [29] [30] Ne offered by this project provide good conditions for the study of resonant states of nuclei (e.g. [24] [25] [26] O) lying near and beyond the drip-line.
Two-proton radioactivity
With the start of the DRIBs-3 complex the whole series of proton-rich nuclei with Z36, lying close and beyond the proton drip-line, will become a subject for investigation. These include a number of nuclei predicted to exhibit 2p-radioactivity. Furthermore, the 2p decay of resonant states gives rise to profound interest in the dynamics of this decay mode. The clear examples to be studied are the resonant states of 6 Be, 12 O, 16 Ne, 26 S, 30 Ar, 48 Ni etc. The finding and measurement of the 2p-decay branch for the first excited state of 17 Ne will clarify the issues related to the Z=8 waiting point affecting the rp-process in the sites of hot stellar burning.
The proton drip-line is quite well known for nuclei with Z≤36. Only a few isotopes remain unknown here but could exist with half-lives comparable with the time-of-flight through a fragment separator. Recently, the ACCULINNA group performed dedicated search for the drip-line nucleus 26 S produced in fragmentation of a 50.3 A MeV 32 S beam [25] . A half-life limit of T 1/2 <79 ns was set for 26 S in this study. Another example is 48 Ni which was studied in 2011 by means of an imaging time projection chamber [26] . As a result, for the first time a 2p decay branch was observed and the half-life of 48 Ni was determined to be 2.1 ms. The properties of the neighbor nuclei 21 Si, 30 Ar and
34
Ca with halflives shorter than 100 ps can be ascertained well due to the excellent choice of RIBs provided by DRIBs-3. The quest for 21 Si and 26 S is challenging because it is very probable that 2p radioactivity is the main decay mode of these nuclei. Quite detailed studies of the 2p decay mode will be feasible for the nuclei having life-time T 1/2 50 ps. This becomes realistic because one can produce these nuclei in transfer reactions induced by the ACCULINNA-2 RIBs. The (p,d) and (p,t) type reactions are favorable for this task. For the searched nuclei, their formation and decay, occurring in-flight, are established by the detection of the daughter nucleus and the two emitted protons. The decay time is derived from the distance between the target and the vertex position defined as intersection point of the momentum vectors of the two emitted protons with the daughter nucleus trajectory.
The suggested approach works well also when the 2p decay life times are very short with the lower limit coming close to the characteristic nuclear life time. This is true for the excited states of the searched 2p emitters. Precision measurements of 2p-and p-decay characteristics made for a dozen nuclei with Z≤36 lying beyond the proton drip-line should be included in the DRIDs-3 research program.
Spectroscopy of exotic nuclei
A notable series of the drip-line studies carried out at ACCULINNA was accomplished with the application of correlation techniques in transfer reactions to the spectroscopy of exotic nuclei. The main idea of this method is not very new: in somewhat less general form such technique was applied before to spinparity identification of excited states emitting spinless particles. In the works performed at ACCULINNA, the method was further developed [9, 14] and its applicability was demonstrated in some complex experiments [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 16] . The point is that highly aligned states are produced in the direct reactions. The highest alignment effect is obtained in the rest frame of the produced exotic nucleus in respect to the axis parallel to the transferred momentum vector. If one is lucky, the decay of the aligned configuration may produce sharp correlation patterns. If one is lucky even more the interpretation of the observed correlations may appear to be unique [this was the case, for example with the spectrum of 9 He populated in the (d,p) reaction]. This "unstable" aspect of this approach depends on such details of reaction mechanism and spectral densities of different states which one cannot predict in advance.
Resonance states of light drip-line nuclei (especially on the neutron-excess side) are broad and overlapping, and their correlation patterns are affected by interference. Therefore, even weakly populated states may become apparent due to their contribution into the interference patterns. Addition of amplitudes acts in this situation as a kind of "quantum amplifier" giving access to the details of the spectrum which would be complicated to uncover otherwise. The benefits derived from the correlation aspect of spectra populated in direct transfer reactions is always implied by default in the consideration of the ACCULINNA-2 research program.
Cluster states
In proximity to the decay thresholds some nuclear states possess expressed cluster structures, and new forms of nuclear dynamics arise. Such states have been found, for example, in Be isotopes-the observed excited states form rotational bands with a well-expressed molecular structure, characterized by large deformation. Good candidates for such studies are the heavy isotopes of He, B, C, O, Ne, etc.
The correlation measurements and complete kinematics studies discussed above form the most common way for elucidating clustering aspect of nuclear dynamics. The importance of the Optical Time-Projection Chamber [27, 28] should be specially emphasized here. It gives opportunity to make complete kinematics measurements in experiments where the "useful" counting rates are just units and tens of events. This is important for the studies of exotic nuclear systems attainable with low production rates.
A number of related experiments was performed with OTPC at ACCULINNA. Evidence produced for the neutron emission after the -decay of 8 He to a highly excited 8 Li state indicates that the early reported decay scheme of 8 He is not complete. The methods based on OTPC offer a unique possibility to study rare decay branches, e.g. the -decay of 8 He into +t+n, 7 Li+n and 6 He+d. Another field for the cluster structure studies concerns the states in 6 He with a (t+t)-structure and a possible 5 H-3 H clustering of 8 He. Reactions of quasi free scattering (QFS) are sensitive specifically to the clustering aspect of nuclear structure. In this class of reactions the selection of a quasi free knock-out channel explicitly defines the clustering partition of the studied nucleus. The quasi free scattering reactions studied in [13] could be effectively applied for the determination of halo structures in 6 He, 8 He and other exotic nuclei. While typically a valence nucleon is knocked out in the QFS, the (,2) knock-out of the halo nucleus 6 He core was examined in Ref. [13] elucidating other aspects of nuclear structure.
Reactions with halo nuclei
Fusion reactions with halo nuclei have been of increased interest from experimental and theoretical points of view. In particular, much effort has been devoted to the subject of near-barrier fusion of light, weakly bound projectile nuclei. Unusual effects are expected here both from the halo structure of these nuclei and from the specific tunneling mechanism of the composed weakly bound system which is of general interest for quantum theory. One example of this type of effects represents the recent study of the fusion reaction 6 He+ 206 Pb carried out at DRIBs-1 [4] . DRIBs-3 will give higher intensity and higher quality beams of 6 He nuclei and also a variety of other exotic beams ( 8 He, 9 Li, 12 Be, etc.) thus offering new prospects for insights into the process of lowenergy fusion and multi-nucleon-transfer reactions of light exotic nuclei hitting heavy targets.
Astrophysical applications
Nowadays the nuclear astrophysics research is an integral part of the novel forms of nuclear dynamics study. Finite nuclear matter is the only directly accessible "testing ground" for theoretical models that are meant to look into the states of the infinite stellar matter. The following data are required:  masses and level schemes close to the neutron, proton, and alpha breakup thresholds.  EC and   decay lifetimes.  partial proton, neutron, ,  widths of low-lying resonances to calculate resonant radiation capture and (n,) or (,n) reaction rates .  electromagnetic E1 and E2 strength functions to calculate the nonresonance radiation capture, extracted from the data on the electromagnetic dissociation of corresponding nuclei. Nuclear reactions in stars involve short-lived proton-rich and neutron-rich nuclei that can be studied only with radioactive beams. The cross sections of the interest have to be studied indirectly by resonance reactions in inverse kinematics on the hydrogen and helium target nuclei and by transfer reactions in order to determine the level schemes and spectroscopic properties of nuclear states. This includes peripheral transfer reactions to measure the quantities called Asymptotic Normalization Coefficients (ANCs), which determine stellar capture rates. Transfer reactions performed with the RIBs delivered by DRIBs-3, such as (d,n), (d,p), (t,d), (p,d) , or ( 3 He,d) can be used to extract proton spectroscopic factors, ANCs, or neutron spectroscopic factors in mirror nuclei.
Although, in general, the highest possible incident beam energies are preferable for the Coulomb dissociation reaction studies, for low-energy beams anticipated in the presented DRIBs-3 project a list of relatively low energy (e.g., at energies of ~50 A MeV and below) studies exists for the drip-line nuclei. The low-energy case is more challenging from theoretical point of view and requires more theoretical contribution for data interpretation. However, problems arising here are known to be tractable. Coulomb dissociation cross sections are straightforwardly related to the rates of the astrophysical non-resonant radiation. The Coulomb dissociation reactions and, e.g., transfer reactions populating continuum states could be also regarded as the representatives of a broader class of the processes capable to elucidate the continuum excitation properties. An interesting possibility is to study the breakup reactions in complete kinematics for the breakup products. Breakup processes on light targets can be considered as alternative to the Coulomb dissociation reactions. They are characterized by strong Coulomb-nuclear interference and could be much more complicated for interpretation. However, such reactions have different selectivity in quantum numbers compared to the Coulomb dissociation, which almost exclusively populates E1 and E2 states. Good examples are the actively discussed threebody virtual states. The ground states of 10 He and 13 Li could be such three-body virtual states. Just as it occurs with ordinary two-body virtual states, these objects resemble rather the final state interactions than the real resonance states characterized by a compact size and a definite lifetime. Two-proton radiative capture is a process which importance along the rpprocess path is poorly understood so far. This process is directly related to twoproton radioactive decay. This means that limited information about 2p radioactivity and all complexities of this phenomenon are projected to this field as well. A particularly important region that will become accessible to experiments is that around the critical waiting points 64 Ge, 68 Se, and 72 Kr. These waiting points shape the light curves of the X-ray bursts and determine the amount of heavier nuclei produced. Another case important for the passage of the rp-process is the 15 O waiting point. The fact that the two-proton capture is a possible alternative to the (α,p) reaction as a pathway for the rp-process makes topical the search for a weak 2p decay branch of the first excited 3/2 − state in 17 Ne. Such a search carried out at a level of Г 2p /Г   10
5
-10 6 predicted by theory will be feasible with use of intense Z=8-10 RIB beams provided by DRIBs-3. Fig. 1 . Layout of the new fragment separator ACCULINNA-2 in the U-400M cyclotron hall. Shown near the achromatic F3 focal plane is the gas catcher installed to produce the low-energy (10-50 keV) and high quality RIBs intended for the further injection in the DRIBs-3 beam line to be transported for injection in the U400R cyclotron for the further acceleration to 5 -20 A MeV. The zero-angle magnetic spectrometer, shown in the upper right corner, is meant for the reaction products emitted from the target in the forward direction in a range of 015. Other devices: the RF-kicker, cryogenic tritium target, multi-detector systems etc. are foreseen to be built starting from 2015.
Layout and development
The proposed development of the ACCULINNA-2 fragment separator [18] suggests the creation of a more universal scientific instrument giving a variety of clean and well-prepared secondary beams limited only by the choice of the primary beams provided by the U400M cyclotron. An important task of the ACCULINNA-2 project is the realization of a beam usage concept at FLNR complying with the modern trends inherent to large RIB facilities. The fragment separator, together with the beam diagnostics system, should become a standard instrumentation for the Laboratory. The idea is that the exotic beam is delivered for users into the low-background experimental area (F3 or F5 focal planes in Fig. 1 ) with full particle-by-particle identification and complex diagnostics (energy and trajectory).
The ACCULINNA-2 is not intended to compete with the new large in-flight RIB facilities in the world (see Table 1 ). It should be complementary to the existing/constructed facilities in certain fields outlined above. Namely, ACCULINNA-2 should provide high intensity RIBs in the lowest energy range attainable for in-flight separators. The prime objectives of ACCULINNA-2 are to provide good energy resolution and high efficiency for correlation measurements. The latter, combined with the selection of certain reaction mechanisms and the choice of specific kinematical conditions, could provide accurate spin-parity identification of the corresponding nuclear states. 
Concluding remarks
Radioactive ion beam research is the "major highway" of the modern nuclear physics. Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions (JINR, Dubna) is the only lab in Russia and JINR member states, where such research is conducted nowadays. The first stage of the new radioactive ion beam initiative DRIBs-3 developed in FLNR is the in-flight fragment separator ACCULINNA-2. This facility is planned to occupy a specific "ecological niche" among the world leading facilities giving good opportunities for certain type investigations. These are the studies of the direct nuclear reactions with light exotic nuclei in the energy range of 10-50 A MeV and Z up to 36, correlation studies of cluster degrees of freedom and exotic decays, precision experiments for needs of nuclear astrophysics. According to schedule the ACCULINNA-2 will be commissioned in 2015, so the planning of the "first day" experiments and forthcoming technical developments is now going on.
